Abstract. Process mining is helpful for deploying new business processes as well as auditing, analyzing and improving the already enacted ones. Most of the existing process mining algorithms have problems in dealing with invisible tasks, i.e., such tasks that exist in a process model but not in its event log. This is a problem since invisible tasks are mainly used for routing purpose but must not be ignored. In this paper, a new process mining algorithm named α # is proposed, which extends the mining capacity of the classical α algorithm by supporting the detection of prime invisible tasks from event logs. Prime invisible tasks are divided into three types according to their structural features, i.e., SKIP, REDO and SWITCH. After that, the new ordering relation for detecting mendacious dependencies between tasks that reflects prime invisible tasks is introduced. A reduction rule for identifying redundant "mendacious" dependencies is also considered. Then the construction algorithm to insert prime invisible tasks of SKIP/REDO/SWITCH types is presented. The proposed α # algorithm has been evaluated using both artificial and real-life logs and the results are promising.
Introduction
Process mining aims at the automatic discovery of valuable information from an event log. The first dedicated process mining algorithms were proposed in [10, 11] . The discovered information can be used to deploy new systems that support the execution of business processes or as an analytical tool that helps in auditing, analyzing and improving already enacted business processes. The main benefit of process mining techniques is that information is objectively compiled. In other words, process mining techniques are helpful because they gather information about what is actually happening according to an event log of an organization, and not what people think is happening in this organization.
The scenarios of applying process mining technology are illustrated in Figure 1. This figure shows that process mining can be used in two ways, i.e., before and after an information system supporting business processes is deployed. In the first scenario, the event logs are collected manually. Process mining can be used to mine a process model (i.e., process visualization) from a given log and compare the behaviors of the mined model with the given log (i.e., conformance testing). In the second scenario, process mining can be used in a similar way except that the event logs are recorded by information systems automatically. Moreover, we can compare the mined process model with the predefined one to find the discrepancies between them (i.e., delta analysis). Although quite a lot of work has been done on process mining, there are still some challenging problems left [4] [5] [6] [7] 20] , i.e., short loops, duplicated tasks, invisible tasks, non-free-choice constructs, time, noise, incompleteness, etc. The issue of short loops is solved in [21] . For discussions about duplicated tasks, readers are referred to [16, 17, 22] . [22, 27, 28] attempt to resolve most kinds of non-free-choice constructs. Time aspects are partially considered in [2] . Noise and incompleteness are discussed in [19] . In this paper, we will investigate how to mine process models with prime invisible tasks from event logs.
Motivation
Invisible tasks are such tasks that exist in a process model but not in its event log. They are difficult to mine because they do not appear in any event trace of an event log. However, they are very common in real-life process models. The following situations can lead to process models containing invisible tasks:
-There are tasks in process models that are used for routing purpose only. The executions of such routing tasks are not recorded automatically or manually.
-There are real tasks that have been executed but they are systematically lost in event traces (i.e., not recorded). -The enactment services of processes allow skipping or redoing current task and jumping to any previous task as a result of human interventions to improve the flexibility of execution [8] . But such human interventions cannot be expressed in the control flow of the process model in order to keep the model as simple and clear as possible.
There are quite a number of real-life business processes containing invisible tasks. When deploying our Product Lifecycle Management system named TiPLM 6 for Shaoxing Electric Power Bureau 7 , Zhejiang Province, China, we found that the deployed 43 process models corresponding to business processes in this organization all contain many invisible tasks. TiPLM contains a business process management subsystem named TiWorkflow and there are routing tasks in process models whose executions are not recorded in event traces. Figure 2 shows one of these process models, which is modeled in the system specific language of TiWorkflow.
For each process model in TiWorkflow similar to that shown in Figure 2 , there should be only one start node (the green circle) and only one end node (the red round rectangle). The diamonds represent the task nodes and the other kinds of nodes are routing nodes, i.e., AND-split, AND-join, XOR-split and XOR-join. It is the change process of design drawings. There are totally three kinds of virtual or real objects in this process, i.e., change request, change task and changed drawings. The change request will pass through apply, audit tasks. If the result of audit is negative, the process ends. Otherwise, the change task will pass through dispatch, assign, modify and verify tasks. After that, the changed drawings will pass through review, review technically and print and dispatch tasks. If one of the results of the two review tasks is negative, the process will come back to the assign task. When the process instances are executed, TiWorkflow engine only records the executions of task nodes. The executions of routing nodes are totally ignored. In the business environment before TiPLM was deployed, similar things happened and the event traces were recorded manually on paper.
For the process model shown in Figure 2 , it can be easily seen that the number of routing nodes is about half of the number of all nodes, i.e., 12/27≈44.4%. Table 1 shows the proportions for routing nodes out of all nodes in each of the above-mentioned 43 process models taken from Shaoxing Electric Power Bureau. The average proportion nearly approaches 40%. In other organizations (such as Xiamen King Long United Automotive Industry Co. Ltd. 8 and Hebei Zhongxing Automobile Manufacture Co. Ltd.
9 , etc.) that have deployed TiPLM, similar ratios are found. It shows that the need for mining process models with invisible tasks from event logs is high, i.e., one cannot assume that the mined process only contains visible tasks. 
Problems related to invisible tasks
The problems encountered when mining process models using the classical α algorithm [7] from event logs generated by WF-nets (see [1] ) containing invisible tasks will be investigated in this subsection. For example, in Figure 3 and Figure  4 , N 1 to N 6 are the original WF-nets and N 1 to N 6 are the corresponding mined models derived from the complete event logs W 1 to W 6 respectively by using α algorithm 10 . The black block transitions without labels represent invisible tasks. All the original WF-nets are sound, but the mined models have various problems. Fig. 3 . Problems encountered when mining process models using α algorithm: case one
Tasks B and C as well as B and D are parallel in N 1 , while they are mutually exclusive in N 1 . Here N 1 is not a sound WF-net because a deadlock will always occur. Although N 2 is a sound WF-net, C cannot directly follow A and N 2 contains an implicit place. As a result, the behavior of N 2 is not equivalent with that of N 2 because it cannot produce the event trace AC. In N 3 , B behaves like a length-one-loop task. However, C never directly follows A. There will not a place connecting A and C in N 3 , which should be the only place associated with B. Here N 3 is not a WF-net at all. N 4 , N 5 and N 6 are all WF-nets but not sound. N 4 is more general than N 2 and N 3 is a special case of N 5 . The invisible task in N 6 connects two separate execution branches.
) Fig. 4 . Problems encountered when mining process models using α algorithm: case two
The steps for constructing the mined model in α algorithm result in the above issues. Each mined process model has one of the following features.
1. It is a sound WF-net, but it cannot reproduce the given log, e.g., N 2 . 2. It is a WF-net but not sound and cannot reproduce the given log, e.g., N 1 , N 4 , N 5 and N 6 . 3. It is not a WF-net at all. It cannot reproduce the given log and may even generate lots of redundant event traces, e.g., N 3 .
In this paper, a new mining algorithm will be proposed based on the α algorithm, in which most invisible tasks can be derived correctly and efficiently. We choose the α algorithm as a base for its theoretical foundation. Still the correctness of detection method for invisible tasks will be proved and the classification of invisible tasks will be provided.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related work on mining invisible tasks. Section 3 gives the classification of invisible tasks according to their structural features, i.e., typical patterns encountered when dealing with invisible tasks. The detection methods of invisible tasks are proposed in Section 4. The new mining algorithm α # is presented in Section 5. Section 6 shows the evaluation results on the new algorithm using both artificial and real-life event logs. Section 7 concludes the paper and gives future work.
Here only process mining algorithms based on Petri nets [12, 23] are considered. For other process mining algorithms not based on Petri net, which do not need to concern invisible tasks, their emphases are focused on the efficient identification of relationships (i.e., AND-split, XOR-split, AND-join and XOR-join) between each pair of input/output arcs of the same task [9-11, 14, 15, 26] .
A Synchro-net based mining algorithm is proposed in [18] . The authors state that short loops and invisible tasks can be handled with ease. However, neither the original model nor the mined model contains any invisible task. In the mining algorithm, no steps seem to handle invisible tasks.
[25] attempts to mine decisions from process logs, which emphasizes detecting data dependencies that affect the routings of cases. When interpreting the semantics of the control flows in the mined decisions, the authors propose a descriptive method to identify decision branches starting from invisible tasks. This method cannot handle all kinds of invisible tasks. Even when there are other decision points with join nodes on one decision branch, the method fails.
The genetic mining algorithm (GA for short) is the only method that natively supports the detection of invisible tasks [22] . It uses the basic idea of the genetic algorithm and defines two genetic operators for process mining, i.e., crossover and mutation. It aims at supporting all the common control flow constructs in current business processes, especially duplicated tasks, invisible tasks, non-freechoice constructs. The genetic mining algorithm can partially handle these three constructs. However, this algorithm needs many user-defined parameters and it cannot always guarantee to return the most appropriate results within limited time. The number of invisible tasks in the mined model is often much greater than that of the original model. As a result, the behavior of the mined model is not equivalent with that of the original model or does not conform to the event log. Furthermore, the biggest disadvantage of the genetic mining algorithm is its huge time consumption. Even for a small event log generated by a simple process model, the algorithm takes at least several minutes to mine an acceptable model. In summary, there is still no efficient mining algorithm that can handle invisible tasks well. This paper will focus on mining process models from event logs with invisible tasks based on the classical α algorithm proposed in [7] . It is also an extension of the work done in [29] by extending the motivation, related definitions and theorems and the experimental results.
Definitions and classification of invisible tasks
First some definitions about invisible tasks in a WF-net will be given (Subsection 3.1). After that, we will introduce the classification of invisible tasks in detail (Subsection 3.2). Note that we assume the reader to be familiar with WF-nets and soundness. WF-nets are a special class of Petri nets with a source place and a sink place. A WF-net is sound if it is always possible to move a token from the source place to the sink place, i.e., no deadlocks and livelocks. Moreover, all parts of the WF-net are executable (i.e., there are no dead tasks) and the net is safe (i.e., a place should never hold two or more tokens).
Definitions about invisible tasks
Before going into the details about invisible tasks, a function about all traces of a WF-net should be introduced first. 
Definition 1 (Trace function traces). Let
Based on an IWF-net and the trace function traces, the conceptual invisible task can be defined as follows.
Definition 2 (Invisible task). Let N = (P, T V , T IV , F ) be a sound IWF-net and W ⊆ traces(N ) be an event log of N . For any task t ∈ T IV , t is an invisible task with respect to W .
Not all invisible tasks can be rediscovered from the corresponding event logs. In fact, if an invisible task does not affect the behavior of a WF-net, it cannot be detected by any mining algorithm. We will define so-called "prime invisible task" formally in the following, which has effects on the behavior of a WF-net. Before this, the following concept and two auxiliary notations are given. An elementary path in an IWF-net is a directed acyclic path, which starts from a place and walks along the direction of the arc between each pair of successive nodes and ends with another place. No two nodes on the path are the same. An invisible elementary path contains only invisible tasks. This concept will be used in the forthcoming notations. All invisible elementary paths of an IWF-net N is denoted as IEP N .
Definition 3 (Invisible elementary path). Let N = (P, T V , T IV , F ) be a sound IWF-net. An elementary path is a sequence EP
Definition 4 (Input/output visible task set). Let N = (P, T V , T IV , F ) be a sound IWF-net. For any p ∈ P , we have:
Definition 5 (Prime invisible task). Let N = (P, T V , T IV , F ) be a sound IWF-net and t ∈ T IV be an invisible task. t is prime if the following requirements
hold at the same time: For the WF-net shown in Figure 5 (a), the only invisible task violates Requirement 3 and it can be removed directly. The invisible task shown in Figure 5 (b) does not obey Requirement 2 and can be removed too. While for the WF-net shown in Figure 5 (c), t 1 and t 2 violate requirements 2 and 3 at the same time. But t 3 only violates Requirement 3. The invisible task shown in Figure 5 (d) also violates Requirement 3. In Figure 5 (e), t 1 and t 2 have the same function and both are prime. But none of them violates requirements 2 and 3. However, one of them should be removed to avoid redundency. The reduction rule will be illustrated in Section 4.2. All invisible tasks in Figure 5 (f) are not prime because they all violate Requirement 3.
The problem of mining prime invisible tasks can be formalized as follows. To tell the truth, the original IWF-net N is not necessary to be present and the log W is enough for a mining algorithm. We can compare the mined model N and W to determine whether the mining result is good enough.
Definition 6 (Mining problem). Let N = (P, T V , T IV , F ) be a potential sound IWF-net and W ⊆ traces(N ) be an event log of N . The problem of mining prime invisible tasks is to construct an IWF-net
N = (P , T V , T IV , F ) from W such
Classification of prime invisible tasks
Before detecting prime invisible tasks from event logs, we will first classify prime invisible tasks into several types by their structural features. All types (i.e., SKIP, REDO and SWITCH) of prime invisible tasks were already shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 . The formal definitions are given one by one in the following.
Definition 7 (Invisible task of SKIP type). Let N = (P, T V , T IV , F ) be an IWF-net with the source place i and the sink place o. For any task t ∈ T IV , t is an invisible task of SKIP type iff there is an elementary path
The invisible task in N 2 is of SHORT-SKIP type and the one in N 4 is of LONG-SKIP type. The union of these two subtypes is the SKIP type. Invisible tasks of this type are used to skip the executions of one or more tasks.
Definition 8 (Invisible task of REDO type). Let N = (P, T V , T IV , F ) be an IWF-net. For any task t ∈ T IV , t is an invisible task of REDO type iff there is an elementary path
The invisible task in N 3 is of SHORT-REDO type and the one in N 5 is of LONG-REDO type. The union of these two subtypes is of the REDO type. Invisible tasks of this type are used to repeat the executions of one or more tasks. A WF-net only containing invisible tasks of SHORT-REDO type may generate behaviors similar (but not the same) to another WF-net only containing length-1-loops. So the new mining algorithm should have the ability to distinguish the two totally different structures but with similar behaviors.
Definition 9 (Invisible task of SWITCH type). Let N = (P, T V , T IV , F ) be an IWF-net. For any task t ∈ T IV , t is an invisible task of SWITCH type iff there are two elementary paths
and there is no elementary path from n x to m y .
The invisible task in N 6 is of SWITCH type and invisible tasks of this type are used to switch the execution chances among multiple alternative branches.
Although the definitions of invisible tasks of SKIP, REDO and SWITCH type are different, they have similar effects on the behaviors of WF-nets. We can see this from the detection method illustrated in the next section.
In fact, there are still some invisible tasks that are not prime but can affect the behavior of an IWF-net, e.g., the invisible task in N 1 in Figure 3 . Such an invisible task takes either the source place i as its input or the sink place o as its output but not both (i.e., invisible task of SIDE type). By manually adding a begin event to the begin and an end event to the end of each event trace of a given event log (i.e., pre-processing), such an invisible task can be transformed to a prime one or just be replaced. In post-processing, the manually added tasks can be just removed or reserved as an invisible task. For the added begin task, if it has more than one output arcs or the only output place has more than one input arc in the mined model, it must be reserved. For the added end task, the similar post-processing happens.
Detection of prime invisible tasks
In this section, the detection methods for invisible tasks will be introduced. Based on basic ordering relations between tasks, advanced ordering relations for mendacious dependencies between tasks associated with invisible tasks are derived (Subsection 4.1). The reduction rule for identifying redundant mendacious dependencies is given in Subsection 4.2.
Ordering relations for mendacious dependencies
When there are invisible tasks in process models, the causal dependencies between tasks detected from event logs are not always correct any more. Such dependencies are called mendacious dependencies. The most important step of detecting invisible tasks from event logs is identifying all the mendacious dependencies out of the causal dependencies. The basic ordering relations between tasks derived from event logs are first listed below. For a more detailed explanation about these basic ordering relations, readers are referred to [7, 21] .
Definition 10 (Basic ordering relations). Let
From Definition 10, it can be seen that > W and W are the most basic ordering relations. All other four ordering relations are based on them. > W reflects that two tasks can are executed successively and W will be used to distinguish length-2-loop from parallel routing. To prove the correctness of the detection method for invisible tasks, it should be assumed that any given event log is complete. Otherwise the minimal ordering relations between tasks cannot be identified successfully. The requirement for the completeness of an event log is the same as the one proposed in [21] (i.e., loop-complete). The definition of completeness is just based on > W and W .
Definition 11 (Complete event log). Let N = (P, T V , T IV , F ) be a potential sound IWF-net and W ⊆ traces(N ) be an event log of N . W is complete iff:
Definition 11 shows that completeness does not require an event log to contain all traces that could be generated by the corresponding process model. It only demands that the event log contains all possible basic relations (i.e., > W and W ) between any pair of tasks and each visible task should appear in some event trace. This completeness notion has shown to be realistic in real-life applications. Now an advanced ordering relation for mendacious dependencies can be derived from the basic ordering relations. This ordering relation will serve as the basis for detecting invisible tasks of SKIP, REDO, and SWITCH type.
Definition 12 (Advanced ordering relation). Let N = (P, T V , T IV , F ) be a potential sound IWF-net and W ⊆ traces(N ) be an event log of
W reflects the mendacious dependencies associated with invisible tasks of SKIP, REDO and SWITCH types and this kind of ordering relation can be used to construct invisible tasks. Figure 6 illustrates the basic idea behind W . Because of the invisible task t, task a can be directly followed by task b in the log. Hence, existing mining algorithms (such as the α algorithm) try to connect a and b via a place. This leads to incorrect results as shown in figures 3 and 4. Consider for example logs W 2 to W 6 shown in these two figures. For log W 2 , we distinguish the mendacious dependency A W C, i.e., A may be followed by C but this cannot be modeled by inserting a place as done by the α algorithm. In Figure 6 , there is an invisible task t in the snippet of a WF-net and assume that t can be detected from the corresponding log. The correctness of the detection method corresponding to W can be proved theoretically as will be shown later. If y is equal to x, t is of SHORT-SKIP type. If y is reachable from x, t is of LONG-SKIP type. If a is equal to b, t is of SHORT-REDO type. If a is reachable from b, t is of LONG-REDO type. Otherwise, t is of SWITCH type, i.e., a to x and y to b are two alternative paths.
To prove the correctness of the detection method for the relationship between an invisible task and a mendacious dependency, we provide the related theorem and derive the mining capacity of the detection method to be a subclass of WF-net named DIWF-net. Definition 13 limits the capacity of the above detection method to a reasonable subclass of WF-net. The mendacious dependencies in non-DIWF-nets may not be detected correctly. As a result, our algorithm may fail to find a sound WF-net covering the given log or return a DIWF-net with equivalent behaviors but different structures compared to the original WF-net. Figure 7 shows four sound WF-nets that are not DIWF-nets. The invisible task in Figure 7 (a) cannot be detected correctly because of the non-free-choice constructs involving it and e, which leads to that the invisible task cannot follow a directly. The mendacious dependency a W d in Figure 7 (b) cannot be detected because a is never directly followed by d. There are DIWFnets containing a length-1-loop about b, which have equivalent behaviors with those of the WF-net in Figure 7 (c). The essential reason is that the two invisible tasks t 1 and t 2 are not prime. A similar observation holds for the WF-net in Figure 7(d) . There are DIWF-nets having more invisible tasks than this WF-net but with equivalent behaviors.
The goal of W is to detect the presence of prime invisible tasks. The next theorem shows that this is indeed the case for DIWF-nets. It is assumed that the invisible tasks of SIDE type have been detected and constructed successfully by now using the method illustrated at the end of Section 3.2. Theorem 1. Let N = (P, T V , T IV , F ) be a sound DIWF-net, W be a complete event log of N and a, b ∈ T V be two visible tasks. There is a prime invisible task
Proof. The theorem is proven to be correct in both directions. There will be at least a visible task x such that p in ∈ •x or an invisible task t such that t = t and p in ∈ •t . In the latter case, there will be at least a visible task x such that t • ∩ • x = ∅ (Requirement 1 in Definition 5).
Assume that there exists a prime invisible task t ∈ T such that
Similarly, there will be at least a visible task y such that p out ∈ y• or an invisible task t such that t = t and p out ∈ t •. In the latter case, there will be at least a visible task y such that y 
Thus there will be four basic constructs to reflect the above-mentioned features, which are listed in Figure 8 . Now we will show that all these constructs have various issues. In Figure 8( Figure 8(a) is not sound. Similarly, the other two constructs in Figure 8 (b) and (d) are not sound either. In Figure 8 (c), after y is executed, b cannot occur directly unless there the place connecting a, y and b is not safe. This violates y → W b and we still get a contradiction. The assumption that a W b and there is no invisible task connecting a and b is wrong and the construct can only be similar to the one shown in Figure 6 .
Hence, the theorem is proven to be correct in both directions. After detecting all mendacious dependencies between tasks, the real causal dependencies should be distinguished, which is defined below.
Definition 14 (Real causal dependency). Let N = (P, T V , T IV , F ) be a potential sound IWF-net and W ⊆ traces(N ) be an event log of
N . For a, b ∈ T V , a → W b iff a → W b and a W b.
Identifying redundant mendacious dependencies
Not all the mendacious dependencies detected from event logs are meaningful to the mined process model. There may be some mendacious dependencies leading to redundant invisible tasks, which are called redundant mendacious dependencies. One reduction rule is proposed in this subsection to identify such mendacious dependencies so as to separate them from those necessary ones. Figure 9 shows two WF-nets (i.e., N 7 and N 8 ) involving redundant invisible tasks. In both N 7 and N 8 , the function of t 3 can be replaced by the combinational function of t 1 and t 2 . When mining process models from W 7 and W 8 , whether constructing t 3 depends on user decision (by user-defined parameter). From the semantics of a process model, the redundant invisible tasks may be necessary when they involve multiple parallel branches. 
In Rule 1, W is an event log and T W = {t|∃σ ∈ W : t ∈ σ}. This rule implies that all mendacious dependencies which can be combined by other ones are redundant. A W D and C W C prove to be redundant, which are derived from W 7 and W 8 respectively in Figure 9 .
5 The mining algorithm α # This section first analyzes how to construct invisible tasks from mendacious dependencies. Then the mining algorithm for constructing the mined process model is introduced in detail.
Construction of invisible tasks
For process models containing only causal relations between tasks, there is a one-to-one relationship between invisible tasks and mendacious dependencies. However, this is not always the case because selective and parallel relations are so common in real-life processes. Constructing invisible tasks is not such a trivial task. See Figure 10 for detail explanation. The process model N 9 is a sound DIWF-net and one of its complete log is Figure 10 , F W I would correspond to two parallel invisible tasks skipping G and H respectively.
The algorithm for constructing prime invisible tasks will be given below, which is the core of the α # algorithm. The operators about the relations between a task and an event log (i.e., ∈, f irst and last) are borrowed from [7] directly. The two functions P reSet and P ostSet are used to construct the input and output places of a task. When generating the places here, the → W relations related to mendacious dependencies will not be considered because they do not reflect real causal dependencies.
Definition 15 (Construction algorithm ConIT). Let N = (P, T V , T IV , F ) be a potential sound IWF-net and W ⊆ traces(N ) be a complete event log of N .
ConIT(W) that is used to construct prime invisible tasks is defined as follows.
The algorithm ConIT works as follows. Steps 1, 2 and 3 are borrowed from [7, 21] directly. They are used to construct the sets of all tasks, first tasks and last tasks, i.e., T W , T I and T O . All mendacious dependencies between tasks are detected and the redundant ones are identified and excluded in steps 4 to 6.
Step 7 to Step 10 are used to construct invisible tasks of SKIP/REDO/SWITCH types (stored in Y I and Y I ) reflected by the mendacious dependencies. These four steps are the most important ones in the whole algorithm. The only difference between Step 7 and Step 9 is that the latter needs to check that no new invisible task can be composed by other ones. In steps 11 and 12, new causal and parallel relations between invisible tasks as well as the ones between invisible tasks and visible tasks are added. Finally, the task set T W are extended by new constructed invisible tasks in Step 13 and Step 14 returns the necessary results.
Construction of the mined process model
Based on the algorithms proposed in the above subsection, the mining algorithm named α # can be defined as follows. It returns the mined model in DIWF-net.
is defined as follows.
The α # algorithm is relatively simple and easy to understand, which works as follows.
Step 1 invokes the algorithm ConIT to construct all invisible tasks and fix the causal/parallel relations between tasks. All pairs of task sets related to possible places are constructed in Step 2. This step takes into account invisible tasks and length-one-loop tasks at the same time. Steps 3 to 6 are directly borrowed from [7] , in which the places together with the connecting arcs are constructed and the mined process model in WF-net is returned.
To illustrate the α # algorithm, we show the result of each step using the log W 9 . The original model corresponding to W 9 is shown in Figure 10 . Here we only concentrate on the steps in ConIT because there is no invisible tasks of SIDE type and the steps in α # algorithm is straightforward.
Comparing the above results with the DIWF-net N 9 shown in Figure 10 , we can find that all the three invisible tasks are correctly detected. The ordering relations among new invisible tasks as well as the ones between invisible tasks and visible tasks are established successfully too. If these results are taken as the input of the α # algorithm, the mined model will be the same as N 9 .
Experimental evaluation of the work
First we introduce the implementation of the α # algorithm (Subsection 6.1). Then the evaluation criteria for conformance testing is illustrated (Subsection 6.2). Thirdly, evaluation results are explained in detail in Subsection 6.3. Finally, the limitations of the α # algorithm are discussed in Subsection 6.4.
Implementation of the α # algorithm
The α # algorithm has been implemented as a mining plug-in of ProM [3, 13] and can be downloaded from www.processmining.org. The current version of ProM is 5.0 and it is an open-source extensive framework for process mining, which is implemented in Java. Currently, there are already more than 210 mining, analysis and conversion plug-ins. It takes an event log in an extensible, XMLbased format (i.e., MXML) as input and uses a process mining plug-in to mine a process model from that log. The mined process model will be shown to the end user graphically. A snapshot of ProM is given in Figure 11 , which shows an DIWF-net constructed by the α # algorithm. The mining result can also be converted to an Event-driven Process Chain and be analyzed for soundness by analysis plug-in. Furthermore, the result can be exported to tools such as CPN Tools, ARIS, YAWL, ARIS PPM, Yasper, EPC Tools, woflan, etc. 
Evaluation criteria
Although visual inspection of the mined model and the original model can be used to see whether the mining result is correct, there are also some problems related to this visual inspection. Firstly, it works well only for small examples. Secondly, we cannot assume that the original model is always present. Finally, the original model and the mined model may have different structures but have exactly the same behaviors. Therefore the following metrics are introduced, which are used to test the conformance between the mined model and the given log [24] . The metric f is determined by replaying the log in the model, i.e., for each case the "token game" is played as suggested by the log. For this, the replay of every event trace starts with marking the initial place in the model and then the transitions that belong to the logged events in the trace are fired one after another. While doing so, one counts the number of tokens that had to be created artificially (i.e., the transition belonging to the logged event was not enabled and therefore could not be successfully executed) and the number of tokens that were left in the model (they indicate that the process has not properly completed ). Only if there were neither tokens left nor missing, the fitness measure evaluates to 1.0, which indicates 100% fitness. In other words, fitness reflects the extent to which the event traces can be associated with execution paths specified by the process model. Thus if f = 1 then the log can be parsed by the model without any error. The token-based fitness metric f is formalized as follows:
Here k is the number of different traces from the aggregated log. For each event trace i (1 ≤ i ≤ k): n i is the number of process instances combined into the current trace, m i is the number of missing tokens, r i is the number of remaining tokens, c i is the number of consumed tokens, and p i is the number of produced tokens during log replay of the current trace. Note that for all i, m i ≤ c i and r i ≤ p i , and therefore 0 ≤ f ≤ 1. The maximum value of the fitness metric will be used as an evaluation criteria, i.e., f = 1.
The other two conformance testing metrics are aB (behavioral appropriateness) and aS (structural appropriateness). Appropriateness reflects the degree of accuracy in which the process model describes the observed behavior (i.e., aB), combined with the degree of clarity in which it is represented (i.e., aS). For all the three metrics, their values are between 0.0 and 1.0. For any successful mining, the value of f should be 1.0 and the values of aB and aS should be as big as possible. Another important evaluation criteria is that the mined model should be sound. From the viewpoint of practical application, the soundness of any process model is a necessary requirement.
Evaluation results
In an experimental setting, logs can be obtained in three ways: (1) as a download or conversion from an operational information system (i.e., a real log), (2) a manually created or collected log, and (3) a log resulting from a simulation. For evaluation of the α # algorithm, we have used all three possibilities. In this section, we show the results of our experimental evaluation of the α # algorithm. A lot of experiments have been done to evaluate the proposed methods together with the implemented algorithm. The α # plug-in of ProM has been applied to several real-life logs and many smaller artificial logs. There are totally 96 artificial examples in DIWF-nets evaluated. The corresponding complete logs are generated manually. The maximum number of tasks in one process model is less than 20 and the number of cases in one event log is less than 30. All types of invisible tasks are modeled in a separate or combined manner. Of all the examples, 24 models involve invisible tasks of SIDE type, 12 models involve length-1-loops, length-2-loops and invisible tasks of SHORT-REDO type, and 4 models do not contain any invisible task (the corresponding logs are L23, L24, L48, and L54 ). The conformance testing results are shown in Figure 12 .
From Figure 12 , we can see that all 96 models are mined successfully from their corresponding logs (i.e., f = 1). Given the 96 complete event logs generated by different DIWF-nets, the correct rate of mining process models from logs by the α # algorithm approaches 100%. While for the α algorithm, the correct rate is only 4/96 ≈ 4.2%. Only the 4 models that do not contain any invisible task were mined successfully. It shows that the α # algorithm is a good extension of the α algorithm to handle invisible tasks. At the same time, the α # algorithm can distinguish invisible tasks of SHORT-REDO type and length-1-loops correctly.
Ten real-life logs are obtained from Kinglong Company in Xiamen, Fujian province, China, which are all about processes for routing engineering document. The mined process model from L10 is shown in Figure 13 . The source place and the sink place are not visible in this figure for space limitation. All the conformance testing results are shown in experiments are successful. Compared with the given logs, the mining results of the α # will not introduce new ordering relations between invisible tasks. The proportion for invisible tasks out of all tasks is 77/(77+88)=46.7%. This proportion is very near to that computed from the process models in Section 1 and verify the correctness of the α # to some extent. In Section 2, we have shown that the GA algorithm can mine process models with invisible tasks too. However, the main goal of GA algorithm is to find a suitable process model to fit the given event log. Besides invisible tasks, it can also handle duplicate tasks, non-free-choice constructs and noise. It is based on the generic algorithm and has more than ten parameters. Because the α # algorithm do not need any parameter, when mining an event log using the GA algorithm, all default values of the parameters will be used. Many previous example logs (i.e., 96 artificial ones and 10 real-life ones) can be mined successfully by the GA algorithm (i.e., f = 1). However, there are still many logs on which the α # algorithm performs better than the GA algorithm. Figure 14 lists the comparison results of the α # algorithm and the GA algorithm. All the testing logs are chosen from the above artificial and real-life logs. 7  9  1  1  1  3  1  5  1  7  1  9  2  1  2  3  2  5  2  7  2  9  3  1  3  3  3  5  3  7  3  9 Three perspectives are concerned when comparing the mining results of the α # algorithm and the GA algorithm, which are explained as follows:
1. The values of f , aB and aS between the each mined model and its corresponding log. The importance priorities of the three metrics from big to small are f , aB and aS. The bigger the value of f is, the better the result is. If f = 1 is true for both algorithm, aB and aS will be considered. From Figure 14 (a), we can see that on the chosen 41 example logs, the α # algorithm performs better than the GA algorithm. Whether
The GA algorithm are difficult to handle event logs generated by the process models containing some special constructs, such as length-1-loops, invisible tasks of SIDE type, invisible tasks of SKIP type between AND-split task and AND-join task, invisible tasks of SHORT-REDO type, invisible tasks involved in non-free-choice constructs, invisible tasks in series, invisible before/after parallel tasks, AND-split tasks connecting the source place, and AND-join tasks connecting the sink place, etc.
2. The number of invisible tasks in the process model mined by the two algorithms. When the values of the three metrics are the same, the smaller the number of invisible tasks is, the better the result is. From Figure 14 (b), we can see that for most of the testing example logs, the number of invisible tasks mined by the α # algorithm is smaller than that mined by the GA algorithm. Only for a few logs, the GA algorithm can mine a model with less invisible tasks. However, the mined models are not sound or they are not as good as the ones mined by the α # algorithm. 3. The time spent by the two mining algorithms. If the previous two perspectives cannot distinguish which results are better, the time spent by the corresponding algorithm can be considered. The less the time is spent, the better the result is. Figure 14(c) shows that for all the chosen logs, the mining time spent on each log by the GA algorithm is almost 100 to 10000 times as that spent by the α # algorithm.
The evaluation results show that so long as the event logs are complete, the α # algorithm can mine all useful invisible tasks in DIWF-nets successfully. Compared to the GA algorithm that can handle invisible tasks, the α # algorithm shows good performance (e.g., mining capacity, quality and efficiency).
Limitations of the α # algorithm
From Definition 13 and Theorem 1, it is obvious to see that the mining capacity of the α # algorithm is limited to DIWF-nets and the given event log is assumed to be complete. Although DIWF-nets is a large subclass of WF-nets, there are still some sound non-DIWF-nets that cannot be mined by the α # algorithm (e.g., the two WF-nets N 10 and N 11 shown in Figure 7 (a) and Figure 7 (b) respectively). For N 10 , one of its complete event log is W 10 = {ac, bcde, bdce}. Taking W 10 as input, the α # algorithm constructs the WF-net named N 10 as shown in Figure 15 (a). After one token is put in the source place of N 10 , there will be a free-choice between a and b. If a is chosen, the net will terminate normally. Otherwise, after b executes, c and d can execute concurrently. The executions of c and d will not affect the soundness of N 10 . However, if the only invisible task executes after c finishes execution, there will be a deadlock at e. Thus the mined WF-net N 10 is not structural sound though it is a DIWF-net. The reason for such a mining error is that although there is a place connecting a and the only invisible task t in N 10 , t has no chance to execute immediately after a. But the essential reason is the non-free-choice construct between e and t . For N 11 , one of its complete event log is W 11 = {acd, abcd, acbd}. The corresponding mined WF-net by the α # algorithm is N 11 as shown in Figure 15 (b). After analyzing the structure of N 11 , we can draw the conclusion that it is structural sound. However, N 11 and N 11 are not behavioral equivalent. N 11 cannot generate the trace acd and hence it cannot cover the given log W 11 . The essential reason is that although a and d are connected by an invisible elementary path, d cannot execute immediately after a because there is another parallel path without invisible tasks between them. Fig. 15 . Two mined models from the complete logs generated by two non-DIWF-nets
The correctness of the α # algorithm depends on the assumption that the potential WF-nets are DIWF-nets and the given log is complete. These two assumptions should be relaxed further in future works.
Conclusion
Based on the analysis of mining problems encountered using the classical α algorithm, a new mining algorithm based on Petri net named α # algorithm is proposed. Invisible tasks are classified into four types according to their functionalities for the first time, i.e., SIDE, SKIP, REDO and SWITCH. The universal detection method for invisible tasks of SKIP/REDO/SWITCH types is illustrated in detail and the correctness of the method can be proved theoretically. The construction algorithms for all types of invisible tasks and the process models in WF-nets are proposed and explained too. The α # algorithm has been implemented as a plug-in of ProM and evaluated using a lot of artificial logs and a few real-life logs. The evaluation results show that the algorithm can mine appropriate DIWF-nets with invisible tasks successfully so long as the corresponding event logs are complete.
Our future work will mainly focus on the following two aspects. Firstly, more real-life logs will be gathered for further evaluating the α # algorithm and the implemented plug-in. Secondly, theoretical analysis will be done to explore the exact mining capacity of the α # algorithm.
